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Introduction

When the world found itself gripped by a global pandemic, virtually every organization, regardless of size, scrambled 
to ensure its business continuity plan could survive the ensuing turmoil. While few could have anticipated the epoch-
al fallout that has resulted, those companies that had previously chosen careful disaster preparation were rewarded 
with the ability for their teams to continue working with limited disruption. The most prepared businesses continue to 
leverage resourceful ways to meet today’s unforeseen challenges and have the potential to emerge even stronger than 
they were before the virus struck.

Of course, even the best laid response plans may not be able to hold up against the powder keg that is COVID-19. But 
readiness should never be downplayed. While events like a pandemic are once-in-a-century events, other risks that 
confront organizations are much more common and deserve the same vigilant mindset. 

And wouldn’t you know it, over the past several years, U.S. CEOs have rated cyber threats as a consistent top worry, 
according to PwC’s annual global survey, joining overregulation, trade conflicts and uncertain economic growth as pe-
rennial players at the top of the list. Cyberattacks are cheap and convenient and, to their perpetrators, less risky than 
committing physical crimes. Breaches and compromises are, thus, inescapable.

The the cyber risk potential may actually deserve increased attention in a post-COVID world, where threats like mal-
ware and phishing are on the rise as fragmented and mobile workforces and a rapid push to stand up new (but untest-
ed) digital transformation models increase vulnerabilities. Taking the usual challenges into consideration, and throw-
ing on top these emerging menaces, demands regular and scrupulous evaluation of security capabilities and response 
plans. 

Tabletop exercises (the topic of this paper) are like dress rehearsals – commonly leveraged to familiarize and 
train responders, identify strengths and weaknesses of the tools at your team’s disposal, and evaluate and en-
sure business continuity plans and disaster recovery plans are ready to go in the case of an extreme situation.

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security defines tabletop exercises as “discussion-based sessions where 
team members meet in an informal, classroom setting to discuss their roles during an emergency and their 
responses to a particular emergency situation. A facilitator guides participants through a discussion of 
one or more scenarios. The duration of a tabletop exercise depends on the audience, the topic be-
ing exercised and the exercise objectives. Many tabletop exercises can be conducted in a few 
hours, so they are cost-effective tools to validate plans and capabilities.”

In this paper, you will learn five enterprising tips for extracting the most value out of your cyber-
security tabletop exercises. 
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TIP #1

Start Small
The saying “go big or go home” should never apply to tabletop exercises. If you are just get-
ting started with these drills, it is understandable that you may want to use a popular, well-
known threat as your first test subject – and take the scenario across your entire business.

But this mindset is actually counterintuitive. Immediately kicking off your exercise with a 
massive digital crisis, like WannaCry ransomware or an APT nation-state attack, can easily 
disrupt your chances at success. Because these types of events have so many moving parts 
affecting the greater organization, a multipronged effort is required. Getting everything 
right – or even close to right – the first time will be next to impossible. Instead, build up to 
these calamities by starting small and simple. This will also help you perform tabletop exer-
cises more frequently because of the limited participation required. 

Begin with a common and relatively easy-to-address alert that your security operations 
team commonly fields, like a phishing email. To do this, turn to the data you already have at 
your disposal (and if you are running multiple SOCs, limit the exercise to one geography.) 

If you are already running a security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) plat-
form, your “case wall” may have already captured information around an alert you have pre-
viously triaged. There is no harm in digging up an old alert and re-running it to more closely 
examine how your team handled each aspect of the process, from initial triage to final 
resolution. Another option is to turn to an industry information-sharing group such as an 
Information Sharing Analysis Center (ISAC) or nonprofits like the Center for Internet Secu-
rity, which can provide threat examples to practice against or tabletop exercise templates. 
In addition, some security vendors with research arms often post indicators of compromise 
(IOCs) and other real-life threat markings that you can employ in exercises.

Once you have successfully completed several smaller drills involving only your SecOps 
group (or a subsection of it), you can grow the scope to include the participation of 
the greater security  team, the combined security and IT teams, and, eventually, 
different departments (like legal and HR) of the wider organization.
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TIP #2

Involve the Right People and Processes
People, processes and technology are core to your security operations, so it should come as no surprise you must include them in your prac-
tice runs. A later tip in this paper will focus on the technology element, so let’s first zero in on people and processes.

From a process perspective, make sure you have the basics in place to ensure you are able to choreograph a simulated incident: Write a 
script and provide a timeline for how the event should play out (for the smaller stuff, you hopefully will not need to allot as much time as you 
would for a more serious incident).

Participants should feel comfortable (with the help of a supportive facilitator – preferably at peer level – and a low-stress environment) during 
the exercise and not feel as if they will be subjected to any type of ridicule or embarrassment. This is an important caveat, especially in a se-
curity operations setting in which Tier 1 analysts are already under stress due to gnawing factors like alert overload, disparate tools and a lack 
of automation, and according to recent surveys, these are prompting a majority want to jump ship due to this pressure. Recent SANS Insti-
tute research determined that training and upskilling can actually assuage that propensity to resigning, which makes producing an amicable 
exercise environment that much more important.

Ironically, it is those very challenges causing analyst stress that also can trip up a successful incident response. Sure, surprise elements 
can also short-circuit the alert handling process, but it is more likely that it will be stalled by a more common enemy, including the afore-
mentioned impediments which all can coalesce into your SOC’s inability to define and build workflows (commonly referred to as playbooks or 
runbooks) that it needs to execute when triaging, investigating and responding to alerts. 
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TIP #3

Automate Your Exercises
In general, applying automation to your incident response processes can expedite remediation and keep your analysts fo-
cused on tasks of higher strategic value rather than the routine and mundane duties of blocking known – and often similar 
– threats. The right security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) platform can go a long way in helping security 
teams reduce this alert overload, orchestrate the multitude of detection tools in use by them, and build automated, repeat-
able processes that slash response times and ultimately allow security pros to focus their time on more inspirational work, 
like threat hunting.

But did you know that SOAR can also be used to help simulate a more realistic emergency scenario? This is due to the 
varied and powerful capabilities offered by SOAR, from playbook development to case management (and even crisis man-
agement), allowing your tabletop exercise participants to tackle an alert from initiation through escalation and all the way 
to resolution.

And it is that collaboration element that may be of particular relevance nowadays. Tabletop exercises are best conducted 
within realistic scenarios, but with many people working from home, the new normal for these exercises will be a digital 
setting, and SOAR can help provide that. 

So how can you apply this? The marketplace inside the Siemplify Security Operations Platform contains predefined use 
cases. When you download the use cases, even if you don’t have any tools connected to Siemplify, you can see how it runs 
and solves cases with automation.
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TIP #4

Embrace the Unintended Benefits
Tabletop exercises are a good way to ensure your most relied-upon security tools, from EDR to SIEM, are living up 
to your expectations, as they will likely be involved in the lion’s share of threat investigations. As your business has 
changed, whether it has grown in size or its risk profile has evolved, so likely has the implementation of several of 
your cornerstone security solutions, especially amid the mass migration to remote work, which presents an increased 
strain on the IT infrastructure, leading to the aperture of new blind spots and the required adjustment of security con-
trols.

For example, your endpoint protection tools may not be fully installed on devices newly connecting to the corporate 
network. Or perhaps your identity and access management solution is not adequately triggering alerts for suspicious 
IP address connections.

Identification of these shortfalls can be an unintended, but welcomed, byproduct of tabletop exercises, allowing you to 
grade your security stack so you can further optimize your security operations. If you are using a SOAR product to help 
run your tabletop exercise, you would also be able to detect other insufficiencies, for example surrounding knowledge 
sharing, documentation and automation processes (including the lack thereof).
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TIP #5

Score Your Results
The effort involved in planning and running a tabletop exercise will be for naught if it does not ultimately become a teach-
ing opportunity. Extracting lessons learned as part of a post-mortem discussion that concentrates on what went right, 
what went wrong and what needs to be changed for next time is essential.

Every drill will produce findings that can lead to action items, but in the haste of a pressure-filled security event, what is 
the best way to document all that is learned and uncovered? Earlier, this paper mentioned the powerful capabilities of 
SOAR, but omitted one of them: metrics and KPIs. One of the key draws of a tabletop exercise is its ability to help you gain 
more visibility into the how your people, processes and technology are actually performing.

By capturing all information related to how a case or incident is handled, a SOAR platform can generate reports, revealing 
any bottlenecks that developed. Then, armed with this data, you can make adjustments. Playbooks, for example, should 
always be updated after they are used, whether as a testing tool or as part of a real security incident triage and remedia-
tion effort.

The ultimate mark of success will come if key indicators like mean time to detect (MTTD) and mean time to respond 
(MTTR) begin to drop following completion of a tabletop exercise. Again, SOAR can help here. Security orchestration re-
duces MTTD by providing context-rich detail on each incident, empowering analysts to spend less time gathering infor-
mation and more time on investigating the alert. Security automation helps draw down MTTR by responding to alerts and 
incidents automatically in real time.
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Siemplify Video Tour
See what it’s like to work with Siemplify through these introductory videos. 

Siemplify Community
Download the free version of our SOAR platform and experience the full power of 
managing security operations from a single platform in your own environment.

Siemplify Cloud
Test drive the leading SOAR platform with instant access to your very own cloud 
environment.

Conclusion 
There is never a good time to experience a major security incident, but as the never-ending spate of data breaches in the news – never mind 
a once-in-a-century pandemic – shows you, something nefarious can be around every corner. Preparation is critical to the sustainability of 
your infosec program, and tabletop exercises are an optimal way to bring peace of mind to your SOC. Automation can be used to not only 
streamline the drills through convenient workflows but may also be identified during the drills as a valuable way to improve your detection 
and response to discovered weaknesses. If you’re interested in learning how Siemplify can help you conduct and improve your tabletop exer-
cises, as well as your security operations as a whole, visit siemplify.co and check out

siemplify.co

https://www.siemplify.co/security-orchestration-video-tour/
https://www.siemplify.co/community/
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